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Steps to organizing your manuscript
Prepare the figures and tables.
Write the Methods.
Write up the Results.
Write the Discussion. Finalize the Results and Discussion before
writing the introduction. ...
Write a clear Conclusion.
Write a compelling introduction.
Write the Abstract.
Compose a concise and descriptive Title.
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Self-citation rates
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The Committee on Publication Ethics (London): extreme selfcitation is one of the main forms of citation manipulation

Reasons of self-citation:
Self-promotion
individuals (India)
policy driven:
Italy for promotion
Indonesia for funding
Legitimate reasons: “Self-citation is much more complex
than it seems”
Consortia and “citation farms”

Not to be blamed: <15-20%
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Necessary / basic elements in Cellular and Molecular Neuroscience:

analyses of gene products

Proteins / peptides
mRNA

Western blot, RIA, ELISA, mass spectrometry/
proteomics
qRT-PCR, dd-PCR, RNA-seq

Could we get wrong with molecular methods when analyze
brain?
How to design such analysis?
(Normalization, N of observations, statistics)
How to interpret the data?

Could we get wrong with Western blot when analyze brain?

(d) Postmortem human NAc show smaller amounts of
ΔFosB in depressed individuals as compared with
matched controls
ns, nonspecific band unrelated to ΔFosB

Best negative control: animals
deficient in a gene product

Could we get wrong with Western blot when analyze brain?

Student's t test; N = 8 human
subjects / group

Statistics
Covariates in stat models: gender, age,
toxicology, agonal score, PMI, RIN,
The number of subjects (effect size):
20 – 60 / group
Replication study is essential

Could we get wrong with mRNA analysis in the brain?
qRT-PCR

How many reference genes to be used for normalization?
Should they be expressed in the same cells (neurons or
glia) with genes of interest?

Any corrections for the number of genes of interest?
how to proceed if P > 0.05 after correction
Interpretation:
changes in cell proportion
changes in RNA export / import
changes in gene expression
initiation, elongation of transcription or
RNA decay

Augier et al., Science 360, 1321–1326 (2018)

GAT-3 is selectively down-regulated in
the CeA of individuals with alcohol
dependence. P values controlled for sex,
ethnicity, smoking, and age. n = 29 for
controls, 9 for alcohol-dependent
individuals. T-test: p <0.01
The sample size for each diagnostic group is shown. SCZ,
schizophrenia; BPD, bipolar disorder; MDD, major depressive
disorder. P values were calculated by analyses of covariance
(ANCOVA) using log2(RPM + 1)

Basics in design of analytical experiments:
Get confidence in what you measure
Use a quantitative variant

When analyze human brain:
design discovery and replication cohorts
with N > 20 – 30 / group
include covariates in stat models

NEVER WORKED!
Good Research Design
•Yields maximum information (avoids collecting unnecessary data)
•Maximizes reliability of results
•Provides firm foundation
•Helps organising one’s ideas
•Give chances to foresee flaws & inadequacies
•Incorporates by learning from others critical comments & evaluation
•Researchers examine data critically
•Data valid and verifiable
•Researchers specify limits
•Fixed designs (quantitative) are normally theory driven; otherwise it is
impossible to know in advance which variables need to be controlled
and measured. Often, these variables are measured quantitatively.
•Flexible designs (qualitative) allow for more freedom during the data
collection process. One reason for using a flexible research design can be
that the variable of interest is not quantitatively measurable, such as
culture. In other cases, theory might not be available before one starts
the research.

Why Ukraine and Russia?
i) informational isolation due to limited access to
the latest journal issues?
ii) the historical isolation pattern has not been yet
overcome?
iii) scientific focus and methodologies are NOT
modern – research groups are still investigating what they
have been studied for 40-50 years:
limited resources?
limited engagement in international
scientific activities

